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Good Afternoon my name is Adalia Popoca and I am currently St. Mary’s RCIA Coordinator. 

14 years ago I moved to Woodstock and became a member of St. Mary’s parish.

Although I was already a fully initiated catholic, my sister invited me to attend an RCIA session with 
her.  

She invited me because I wanted to get involved in what was going on at St. Mary’s.  I had come from a 
previous parish in Kansas in where I was attending some bible study classes and wanted to continue to 
feed my spiritual needs. 

As an observer to the RCIA process I was immediately in awe at the interaction that took place between 
people of our faith and those inquiring about the Catholic faith.

I continued to attend the RCIA sessions each year as much as I possibly could.  Each year I learned 
more and more about this Catholic Faith in which I was born and raised into. 

In 1998 I was approached by Fr. Jim about attending a Ministry Formation session that was to take place 
in Crystal Lake on Tuesday nights.

The name itself scared me because I thought I don’t REALLY want to be FORMED into leading any 
type of Ministry, I was happy being the silent observer. 

So as the uncertainty set in I told Fr. Jim that I would get back to him because I had to figure out if I 
would be able to adjust my schedule to be available on a Tuesday night.

I remember asking “what is the date that this Ministry Formation session is to take place on” so I could 
mark it on my calendar.   He responded by saying “Oh,  it is one Tuesday night and one Saturday a 
month for 2 years with summers off”.

Then panic struck and I said “OH! well I’ll get back to you”. Eventually time went by and I somehow 
never got back to him.  

I continued participating in the RCIA sessions and continued to be spiritually filled; but there was 
something missing…. I wanted MORE.  I had many unanswered questions about the faith that could not 
possibly be answered in the short few months that RCIA met.

The need and want to know more about the faith kept knocking at my heart.

And so one day I’m walking out of Mass and I come face to face with Fr. Jim and suddenly felt this urge 
to walk the other way because I knew what was coming next.  The question I had mentally placed on the 
back burner is now RIGHT IN FRONT OF ME.

“So” he asked “Have you thought about Ministry Formation?”  And something inside me (must have 
been the “Holy Spirit”) MADE ME SAY YES.

The next 2 years were the BEST 2 years of my faith journey.

Many of my unanswered questions were being answered and I was also a little more confident in being 
able to share that knowledge with those that came to me with questions about our Faith.



I was also finding out that to live life as a Catholic meant more than just attending church on occasional 
Sunday’s  and making an occasional financial contribution. 

Now, that doesn’t mean that I am an expert on everything about the Catholic Faith or that I am now the 
PERFECT CATHOLIC. 

The one thing that is shared with each RCIA group is that the faith journey is a never ending journey in 
this life time.

Our faith journey is God’s way of giving us the choice to seek out and be more aware of what he meant 
for us to do in this life time. 

What I have found is that we are to be an EXAMPLE of his LOVE toward others and to PREPARE 
ourselves and help lead others to his heavenly kingdom. 

Since attending Ministry Formation 10 years ago, I had been asked on three different occasions to take 
over as RCIA coordinator.  The first two times I declined because I still did not feel confident enough to 
lead the Ministry by myself.

On the third attempt which was made by Fr. Max last year I accepted the call based on the following 
words he said to me “God does not call the equipped, ….  He equips the called”.

Those words and the guidance of the Holy Spirit led me to coordinate my first RCIA group which just 
went through the initiation process at the Easter Vigil

I am truly blessed to be able to call RCIA my Ministry in God’s plan.  

In the 14 years that I was involved with RCIA there was always a steady support of parishioners that 
contributed their time and talent as team members.

This year we were blessed to not only have the support of 6 very dedicated team members, but also the 
dedicated and full support of our entire clergy including both priests;  Fr. Bob and Fr. Max, all three 
deacons, Deacon Hans, Deacon Jim, and Deacon Lou.

The clergy of this parish are a true sign of God’s work at hand by taking time out of their already busy 
clergy duties to contribute their support and knowledge to those seeking full initiation into our Catholic 
Faith.  

The Ministry Formation program along with the RCIA program and many other stewardship programs 
COULD NOT be possible with out the support of our financial contributions to the DIOCESAN 
STEWARDSHIP APPEAL.

It is our God given duty as CHRISTIANS to practice what we preach with the following words we all 
say at Mass: “IT IS RIGHT TO GIVE  HIM THANKS AND PRAISE”  and how we do that is by means 
of TIME, TALENT and TREASURE.

LET US CONTINUE TO DO GOD’S WORK IN THIS LIFETIME BY BEING GENEROUS IN OUR 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THIS YEARS STEWARDSHIP APPEAL.

MAY GOD CONTINUE TO BLESS US ALL…
THANK YOU


